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Abstract
This paper addresses the problem of dynamic travel time (DTT ) forecasting within highway
traffic networks using speed measurements. Definitions, computational details and properties in
the construction of DTT are provided. DTT is dynamically clustered using a K-means algorithm
and then information on the level and the trend of the centroid of the clusters is used to devise a
predictor computationally simple to be implemented. To take into account the lack of information
in the cluster assignment for the new predicted values, a weighted average fusion based on a
similarity measurement is proposed to combine the predictions of each model. The algorithm is
deployed in a real time application and the performance is evaluated using real traffic data from
the South Ring of the Grenoble city in France.
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1. Introduction
Short-term travel time forecasting is one of the most important tools for traffic management
and it has received a lot of attention during the last decade. This kind of tool has been widely re-
quested by traffic management operators and drivers using traffic infrastructures. In the actual era
of data deluge, measurements collected by multiple sensors are important sources of information5
that require analysis, classification and processing in order to detect patterns and behaviours that
can be exploited in traffic prediction. Technological and analytic solutions have been the focus
of several research papers along the last years. For the sake of completeness, [1] presented a
collection of methods for traffic forecasting, and a more recent updated study is summarized in
[2]. For data driven approaches, the collection of information can be classified in order to facil-10
itate the data analysis. The separation of the information into multiple groups can be achieved
through unsupervised learning techniques such as K-means, where each cluster is created in an
automatic way from traffic data patterns, those can characterize in some cases typical regimes
such as congestion. This information can be obtained from different variables such as travel time,
queue length, density, delay, among others. These indicators qualify and provide the status of the15
network and multiple tools have emerged to extend this processed information to the users.
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This work is motivated by the forecasting problem originally proposed in [3] based on the
existence of traffic regimes identified from a clustering process. The main idea to reconstruct the
forecast relies on the existence of travel time patterns identified along the history as described in
[4] and [5] when large historical data sets are observed. The problem has been already studied20
in the literature from different approaches, here we raise the more relevant recent works related
to this one. [6] proposes a travel time forecast based on an Adaptive Kalman Filter (AKF) strat-
egy in which observations are built from historical data set of speed and flow. [3] considers
a similar strategy in flow prediction and presents the problem of multi-step ahead forecasting
based on clustered time series by applying several predictors such as Gaussian maximum likeli-25
hood (GML) and AKF. [7] presents an approach for short-term flow forecasting using multiple
ARMAX based predictors obtained from clustered data. The ARMAX model is adapted inde-
pendently to different groups of flow time series and a single prediction is selected based on one
criteria that considers minimum error estimation for the predicted signals. [8] uses Link Node
Cell Transmission Model calibrated via Monte Carlo methods in order to generate a prediction30
using the expectation maximization algorithm. Recently [9] has proposed data driven strategies
based on KNN (K−nearest neighbors) selection in order to produce the forecast. All the afore-
mentioned methods consider the selection of single forecast among multiple candidates in order
to provide an outcome for the prediction phase. Although different criteria can be established
for the selection, regimes described by clustered data are not totally separable and studies like35
[10] have shown the improvement of performance with combined forecasts. New methods have
been emerging to combine information from these models inspired from data fusion algorithms
such as [11]. For instance [12] proposes a forecast strategy based on interactive multiple mod-
els by combining different individual forecasting methods. [13] proposes an adaptive fusion
method combining historical information and current day data. Lately [14] proposes a fusion40
of the K−nearest neighbours information where the terms are weighted according to a spatio-
temporal correlation and [15] proposes the combination of multiple forecasts through a weighted
least squares optimization problem in which the weights are determined by the covariance error
matrix.
In this study we consider the dynamic travel time (DTT ), this indicator provides useful infor-45
mation for multiple users and it is common in actual traffic simulators and applications such as
[16], [17]. The approach in this work constructs observations for the DTT as explained in [18],
[19] (also referred as the experienced travel time for a driver) for historical data and current day
data. Generally, forecast algorithms in the literature are designed to satisfy a set of constraints
given by the forecast problem. Most of the algorithms take into account availability of a full set50
of measurements for all possible locations and time instants within the traffic network and they
overcome the problems of missing data, low penetration ratio or unbalanced spatial coverage by
introducing additional steps such as imputation algorithms. First, we explain the data collection
and aggregation process, then, we consider a simple imputation algorithm for a real time appli-
cation in order to address this issue and we present results about the performance of the applied55
data imputation. From the imputed data, a clustering approach is applied defining then different
clusters characterized by a centroid containing the mean of the data and a given dispersion around
it. The evolution of the centroid can be used as future observation that can feed a Kalman filter.
Therefore the prediction problem can be viewed as a filtering one. Nevertheless the assignment
of the observation during the current day to a specific cluster remains an open issue since we60
don’t know its future. To overcome this issue, we run a Kalman filter for each cluster and then
we make the fusion of the obtained forecasts. The main contribution of this paper is to apply
a fusion method based on a similarity distance between the known information of current day
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and clusters in the history. The full mechanism is deployed in a real time application and the
behaviour of this strategy over the DTT is explored. The performance of the proposed method65
is evaluated using a real traffic data from the Grenoble Traffic Lab (GTL) [16].
The remainder of this work is structured as follows. Next section will present the data work-
flow and the main definitions for dynamic and instantaneous travel times, considering real data
scenarios. In section 3 we present the clustering method used to identify and separate traffic
regimes. Section 4 describes the forecasting algorithm and the interpretation of data. Finally we70
present the main results of the methodology over the real time application [16]. For the sake of
completeness, we have included an appendix dedicated to the data imputation problem and its
effect on the computation of the DTT .
1.1. Notations
n : Total number of links.75
v(x, t) : Velocity space/time continuous field.
v(xi, s j) : Discrete velocity space/time field.
DTT (x0, xn, t0): Dynamic travel time (DTT ) from x0 to xn at t0.
ITT (x0, xn, t0): Instantaneous travel time (ITT ) from x0 to xn at t0.
ṽl(xi, tτ): Imputed velocity from temporal coherence.80
ṽs(xi, tτ): Imputed velocity from spatial coherence.
ṽd(xi, tτ): Imputed velocity from historical coherence.
K : Number of clusters.
DK : Total distortion for a clustered set with K clusters.
µq(k): Cluster’s centroid q at time tk.85
∆µq(k): Cluster derivative’s centroid q at time tk.
yh(k): DTT for day h at time tk.
wd,q(k): DTT noise for day d with respect to cluster q
Rq(k): Sample based variance associated to cluster q at time tk.
vd,q(k): DTT noise derivative for day d with respect to cluster q90
Vq(k): Sample based variance associated to derivative of cluster q at time tk.
ȳd,q(k): Level measurement of the DTT of day d with respect to cluster q at time tk.
Pd,q(k): Variance of DTT model of day d with respect to cluster q at time tk.
Kq(k): Kalman gain for the q-th filter.
ŷd,q(k): Prediction for DTT of day d with respect to cluster q at time tk.95
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the 3-levels data aggregation from the sensor samples to the final velocity used for
travel time prediction.
S d,q(k): Temporal similarity measurement between day d and cluster q.
U(k): Cluster weight similarity matrix .
λq: Weight assigned to the q-th cluster.
ŷd(k): Prediction for DTT of day d at time tk.
AE(xi, tτ): Absolute error in location xi at time tτ.100
APE(k0 + h,d): Absolute percentage error for the prediction at departure time k0 + h for
day d.
2. Speed collection and travel time models
In this section, we describe first the whole data aggregation process from each individual
sensor measurement to the aggregated velocity used for the travel time computation. Second,105
some definitions of instantaneous and dynamic travel times for a given origin-destination path
and the associated computations are introduced using the aggregated velocity.
2.1. Data aggregation process
Fig. 1 shows the sensor layout used in the GTL, an experimental platform for real time
collection of traffic data coming from a dense wireless sensor network installed in the south ring110
of Grenoble, see [16]. Sensor technology, provided by SENSYS [20], consists in magnetometers
deployed by pairs and separated about 5m at each lane. They provide aggregated data every
15sec: velocity flows, occupancies, but also histograms of vehicle lengths and speeds for each
lane. The whole data aggregation consists in three main steps:
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• Step 1. Individual vehicle data aggregation. Each sensor pair measures per lane: flow,115
speed and occupancy every time-interval δ = 15sec at each location xi. The aggregated
lane speed, vlane(xi, tτ), results from averaging all individual vehicle velocities vveh(xi, t),
collected at each lane during the time-interval Iτ = [tτ − δ, tτ], τ ∈ Z+. When no vehicle
is detected, the system prevents such event by sending a specific code and then vlane is
replaced (See Appendix A for details).120
• Step 2. Road lanes data aggregation. The lane velocities vlane resulting from Step 1
are now aggregated at the level of a road measurement section vRMS . For this, we use
a weighted average to better represent the speed center of gravity as a function of the
number of vehicles per lane. The weights Nlanes correspond to the number of vehicles
counted during Iτ.125
• Step 3. Main stream data aggregation. Finally the road velocities vRMS which are obtained
every time-interval δ are now averaged over the database time-interval δs = Nmδ, Nm ∈ Z+
(in our case Nm = 4, δs = 1min) which will be used to store information in the database.
The velocity-heat map describing the velocity quantification in the discrete v(xi, s j)-map.
2.2. Travel time: definition and computation130
Consider the case of single origin-destination path, and let v(x, t) be the continuous space/time
distribution of the velocity field along the considered single road segment as seen in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Space/time speed evolution for DTT computation
We define two approximations for the travel time given by:
Definition 1. The dynamic travel time (DTT) from position x0 to xn starting at time t = t0 and
ending at time t = tn is defined as:
DTT (x0, xn, t0) = tn− t0 =
n−1∑
i=0
xi+1− xi
v
(
xi,DTT (x0, xi, t0)
) , (1)
where xi, i = 1, . . . ,n−1 stand for intermediate locations between x0 and xn.
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Definition 2. The instantaneous traveling time (ITT) from position x0 to xn starting at time t = t0
and ending at time t = tn is defined as:
ITT (x0, xn, t0) = tn− t0 =
n−1∑
i=0
xi+1− xi
v(xi, t0)
. (2)
The DTT can be considered as the “true” travel time of a vehicle along the velocity flow
whereas the ITT is a crude approximation of the true one. Definition 1 implies a recursive
computation of the travel time and the computation select points as seen in Fig. 2a from discrete
velocity field v(xi, s j) as stored in the database. The DTT according to (1) for two consecutive
locations is given by
DTT (xi, xi+1, tk) = tk+1− tk ≈ xi+1− xiv(xi, tk) , tk := DTT (x0, xi, t0).
Note however that the time argument, tk, in v(xi, tk) is a continuous variable (k is considered here
as an event), and that velocity data is stored in a discrete-time database as v(xi, s j). Therefore,
index j needs to be defined from tk to match s j = btkc, that is j(tk) = btkcδs . Then, DTT can be
written in a compact form as
DTT (x0, xn, t0) =
n−1∑
k=0
(xk+1− xk)v(xk, s j(tk))−1. (3)
Similarly, the following formula is obtained for ITT
ITT (x0, xn, t0) =
n−1∑
k=0
(xk+1− xk)v(xk, s j(t0))−1. (4)
The error introduced in the ITT computation (we assume that the DTT is the true travel time)
crossing homogeneous sections of length δx can be estimated as:
ITTerror = DTT − ITT = δx
n−1∑
k=1
(v(xk, s j(tk))
−1− v(xk, s j(t0))−1). (5)
This error will grow as the traffic conditions experience important changes in the near future. In135
presence of traffic shock waves the term (v(xk, s j(tk))
−1 − v(xk, s j(t0))−1) will induce large differ-
ences. This case is illustrated in Fig. 3. Except for free flow situations, when the DTT and the
ITT become close, important errors in the ITT are also expected when considering large and
complex networks with heterogeneous traffic conditions along trajectory paths. Furthermore,
ITT can be computed by the sum of the individual ITT values of each road section (region140
between two sensor points) while the DTT is computed by the accumulation of several terms,
this effect adds computational complexity for multiple origin destinations to the algorithm and
prediction strategies as the one developed in [15] cannot be applied directly.
Finally, note that the ITT can be straightforwardly computed using information at the current
time t0. However, to compute the DTT it is necessary to build predictions ahead in time for
v(xk, t0), namely to devise prediction algorithms for v̂(xk, s j),∀s j ∈ [t0, t0 + ∆ f ], where ∆ f is the
future time-horizon necessary for such a prediction. The predicted DTT is then computed as
D̂TT (x0, xn, t0) =
n−1∑
k=0
(xk+1− xk)v̂(xk, s j(tk))−1, (6)
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Figure 3: Top-Figure. Illustration of the time/space evolution of the DTT vs. the ITT computed with data from the GTL
[16] for September 1st ,2015. The heat map in the figure displays the measured speed profile in Km/h for the day. For this
particular case the ITT under estimates the DTT and the main differences start to appear in the middle of the trajectory
when the congestion wave reaches the vehicle trajectory, i.e at x = 5Km, t = t0 + 7min. The free flow travel time is here
7min. Bottom-Figure. Error bounds incurred by the ITT computation from May to December 2015. Maximum error
reaches up to 3 times the free-flow travel time.
with v̂(xk, s j(t0)) = v(xk, t0), and j(tk) =
btkc
δs
.
The previous description on DTT computation, requires speed measurements to be complete.145
Nevertheless, data collection process previously described is affected by failures in acquisition,
transmission, and storage. The main sources of failure are:
• Acquisition errors: When a vehicle, within the time interval Iτ, crosses just one of the two
sensors in a specific location, the pair of sensors cannot measure the time window this
vehicle took to cross the space between them (See Fig. 1). Therefore measuring its speed150
is not possible. In this case, an arbitrary value is set as speed measurement; the value −1
is used for Sensys network [20].
• Transmission errors: When data is sent by the sensor but the communication link is broken
at some point due to networking infrastructure problems, the samples are not received and
as a consequence holes appear in the raw database. The value −2 is used in this case for155
Sensys network.
• Technical problems: Sensor deployment due to maintenance in the road pavement, power
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supply malfunctioning, bad configuration constitute other sources of missing samples, bat-
tery replacements among others. The value −2 is also used in these cases.
In order to compensate the errors introduced by missing data we rely in the imputation algorithm160
described in details in Appendix A. The algorithm recovers speeds in order to reconstruct the
travel time as explained in section 2.2. The DTT obtained with the imputed speed will be used
later to constitute the historical database from which the prediction algorithm will be devised.
In the next section, we describe how to exploit such historical knowledge through clustering
and the rest of the paper is devoted to describe the prediction mechanism of the travel time165
ˆDTT (x0, xn, s j),∀s j ∈ [t0, t0 +∆ f ].
3. Clustering of dynamic travel time data
The aim of clustering is to divide a set of elements, time series of DTT in our case, into
subsets or partitions denominated clusters. Elements belonging to the same cluster share natural
properties explained by a similarity measurement. The tool has been widely used in applications170
for pattern recognition, image segmentation and also in traffic [21] even in DTT computation as
in [19]. In this case, we consider data clustering as a tool for identification of multiple regimes
in traffic.
To illustrate the interest in clustering, let consider a set of DTT data computed between Septem-
ber 2015 and May 2016, from 07 : 00AM to 07 : 00PM everyday. In order to highlight similarities175
between these data, we show the full set in short intervals of time along several times in the day
(See Fig. 4). In addition we plot in bold color the effect of 4 identified centroids for this data.
As it is seen the data might be very variable during the day, nevertheless it contains historical
similarities, that, in this particular case, distinguish a congested and free flow traffic regimes. In
Fig. 4, color represents elements whose euclidean distance is the smallest to the corresponding180
centroid. We illustrate several moments of the day and its corresponding traffic behaviours. In
order to identify these partitions, clustering is indeed a suitable tool [22]. Several aspects must
be taken into account for the clustering algorithm, such as: time series to be clustered, type of
algorithm, number of partitions. The identification and assessment of these aspects are presented
in the following subsections.185
3.1. Dynamic Clustering
Traffic data exhibits regular patterns day after day, and the time window in which these pat-
terns are identified constitute an important aspect within the clustering technique. There is a
clear distinction between working days and weekends for instance. One can think clustering per
day is enough. Before providing details on the clustering algorithm used in this approach, let190
us consider Fig. 5 where full days time series have been used. A similarity index is given by
the smallest Euclidean distance between the day in solid line and each one of the days in dashed
lines. In the case of Fig. 5, it establishes high similarity (minimum distance) between the day
in solid blue and the day in dashed line marked as µ1. We can indeed note a strong similarity
almost all the day except for the time window 03 : 45PM to 05 : 00PM. By reducing the analysis195
window to this time period, the day of interest is rather assigned to the dashed day marked as µ3.
Since the knowledge gained from the clusters will be used for prediction purpose, we promote
dynamic clustering where clustering is achieved using a moving time window.
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(b) Morning vanishing congestion
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(c) Mid-afternoon appearing congestion
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(d) Afternoon congestion
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(e) Evening vanishing congestion
Figure 4: DTT time series for an historical data set. In color, time signals representing centroids for particular groups.
Along the day 4 fixed clusters are identified describing regimes of the traffic behaviour such as free-flow conditions,
middle level congestions and strong congestions
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Figure 5: Full days clustering performance vs dynamic clustering.
3.2. Clustering techniques
Several techniques have been developed in order to extract features from data, in general all200
of them identify the underlying structure in data, perform natural classification and in addition
serve as a tool to compress information [23]. In our case we aim to identify determined traffic
regimes from time series by compressing multiple historical realizations of variable in partitions.
Clustering time series seeks similarity between fluctuations of a variable in time, 4 main cate-
gories are commonly applied in time series classification: hard partitioning, connectivity based,205
distribution based and density model based [24].
Partition based methods are oriented to identify disjoint partitions of the elements. K−means
[25] and K−medioids [26] are the most representative methods. Connectivity methods seek to
establish relationships of each member with a subset of elements, i.e K− nearest neighbor finds
homogeneous partitions of size K for a given data set [27]. Hierarchical clustering is another210
technique in this group that creates agglomerations with hierarchy of elements that share some
similarity [28].
Among the multiples alternatives we seek specific features for the clustering. Since the aim is to
identify traffic regimes we are particularly interested in cluster algorithms that are able to provide
strict partitioning, it means an element must belong just to a single cluster, this requirement215
makes obsolete the use of fuzzy or overlapping clustering techniques. It is also desired to support
independence between the partitions since later on we aim to extract statistical properties of each
group. Strategies like hierarchical clustering may perform better in terms of separation but the
existence of parental relationships between sub groups generates dependencies we try to avoid.
Besides, due to the nature of big data collected historically it is also commendable to represent220
with minimum information the available partitions if possible a certain unique characteristic.
Finally, we aim to apply the clustering to time series by preserving the identity of each time
series, since it is desirable to assign a single element to a specific partition. The aforementioned
conditions lead to a reduced group of techniques among them: Gaussian Mixture Expectation
Maximization (GMEM), K− means/medioids or more sophisticated techniques as explained in225
[24]. In this work we focus on the K-means algorithm since it is a technique with low time
complexity while being highly scalable with large data sets [23, 29].
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3.3. K-means algorithm
K-means algorithm is a partition type clustering algorithm that creates K clusters, K be-
ing a positive input parameter. In our case, given a set of time series with travel times S =
{DTT1, . . . ,DTTn}, the objective is to assign each DTTi to a cluster C j such that Ci ∩C j = ∅,
Ci , ∅ and ∪Kj=1C j = S. The partitions are obtained through a sequential algorithm that creates
centroids which minimize the following criterion [25],
argmin
j
K∑
j=1
∑
DTTi∈ j
‖DTTi−µ j‖22. (7)
The notion of distance between elements of the set S is characterized in this case with the eu-
clidean norm. Here µ j represents the centroid of each one of the clusters that are being updated230
sequentially, this process is illustrated in Fig. 6. In general the problem of clustering is an
Step 1: Initial
Condition
Step 2: Assignment Step 3: Update
DTT (t) DTT (t)
t t
DTT (t)
t
Figure 6: Separation stages in K-means: (a)- Given a number of clusters, the corresponding centroids are selected
randomly among the elements of S. (b)- then the remaining elements are assigned to the clusters according to their
distance to the centroids. (c)- the process is iterated until a stable partitioning is obtained.
NP-hard problem and the algorithm may produce local minimum solutions [30]. Therefore,
the convergence of the algorithm is finished either by a finite number of iterations or when the
centroid achieves a minimization for (7).
The initial condition as well as the number of clusters represent important parameters, so we235
explain the selection of each one:
1. Definition of number of clusters: There exists multiple techniques to selectK , we consider
the one based on the work developed in [31]. In this case the optimal number of clusters
for a data set is given by:
K∗ = argmin
K∈{2,3,...,Kmax}
f (K). (8)
The aim of the problem is to minimize a determined function f which will depend on the
total distortion for a fixed number of partitions. The idea behind is that if the measured
distortion decreases for K clusters the optimal value is reached. For a fixed value K the
total distortion is defined as
DK =
K∑
j=1
∑
DTTi∈C j
‖DTTi−µ j‖2. (9)
(9) represents the dispersion within the cluster by adding errors between the elements and
the centroids. In this case, the euclidean norm is applied since distortion is aimed to be
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Figure 7: Number of days assigned to cluster Ci at 17h00.
explained with the same similarity measurement as in the clustering algorithm. The role
of f (K) is to explain the total distortion DK of different values of K . In this sense, from240
[31]:
f (K) =

1 if K = 1
DK
αKDK−1 if DK−1 , 0 ∀ K > 1
1 if DK−1 = 0 ∀ K > 1
(10a)
where αK =
1− 34Nd if K = 2,Nd > 1αK−1 + (1−αK−1)/6 if K > 2,Nd > 1. (10b)
In (10a) the term αKDK−1 is an estimation of DK , so once DK decreases with respect to an
estimated value it means the cluster reached less total distortion. The term αK is derived
under the basis that the set of time series of length Nd is uniformly distributed. (See. [32]).
Now let us find the optimal number of partitions by executing a test of clustering for a245
given historical data set. For this purpose, we consider a set of 244 days of data, con-
taining the DTT from Meylan to Rondeau [16]. A sliding window from 07 : 00AM to
07 : 00PM selects the interval of time in historical data to be clustered, the length of the
sliding window is 90min. We proceed in steps of 1min. Each time data is clustered up to 10
clusters as depicted in Fig. 7. We can note that empty clusters start to appear from K > 7.250
Therefore to find the optimal numberK∗ we solve (8) by settingKmax = 7. Now, let check
the correlation between the optimal number of clusters and the traffic regime given by the
DTT . Fig. 8 depicts the distribution (median value and dispersion) of optimal number of
clusters K with respect to the average DTT . . We can highlight the increasing number of
partitions for congested periods, however no predominant values can be preselected with-255
out incurring in errors. For the rest of the analysis, K∗ varies according to the solution of
(8) for an specific time of the day. It is important to remark that in the real time tool [16]
the clustering is also performed in a dynamic way each time a prediction is launched. (See
section 3.1)
2. Initialization of centroids: The nature of theK-means algorithm demands a random initial260
condition. In order to avoid empty clusters and to achieve repetition on the clustering
process, we follow the approach given in [29]. The initial seed for the first cluster is
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Figure 8: Box plot between the optimal number of clustersK∗ and the historical average DTT (Meylan - Rondeau). The
distribution of average DTT shows a direct correlation between the DTT and K∗. However, it is important to remark a
high variance of the average DTT in relation with a particular value of K∗. Due to this effect, the value K∗ is recovered
from the solution of (8)
chosen randomly according to a uniform distribution, the following ones are chosen with
a probability proportional to the distance between the new point and the previous selected
centroid. This modified algorithm of K-means is shown to have faster convergence. In265
order to achieve similarity in the results, the clustering process is replicated a fixed amount
of times. The iteration taken into account is the one that minimizes the total distortion (9).
Although the nature of the algorithm provides local mı́nima, experimentally it was found
that 10 replicates of the clustering are good enough to find same cluster distributions.
In order to visualize one example of this dynamic behaviour Fig. 9 depicts the clustering270
obtained for the time window 6:15AM to 7:45AM. The three centroids are depicted in color
lines and the area around them corresponds to the subspace occupied by the elements associated
to the corresponding cluster.
4. Prediction Algorithm
Let yh(k) be the DTT at time k and day h. We aim to predict the DTT ŷd(k) for the current day275
d and k > k0, k0 standing for the last time for which DTT can be computed using the available
measurements, given yd(k0) and yh(k), h , d , k ∈ I = [k0 −∆p + 1,k0 + ∆ f ]. Here, ∆p and ∆ f
denote the past and the future horizons, respectively.
Two situations may be considered in the prediction scenario. The first one is given the advantage
of the current information and potential future information obtained from each cluster an individ-280
ual prediction can be obtained based on single cluster information like the trend of the centroid,
and the value of DTT for this particular cluster in the future. The effect of this strategy has been
previously studied in [6]. However, the hard selection of one single prediction is a risky choice
due to the the limited information of DTT up to the current time and the limited knowledge of
its the future. A second situation emerges when considering the fusion of multiple individual285
cluster based predictions, this possibility opens the idea to reduce the error for predictions where
the cluster assignment in the interval I∆p = [k0−∆p,k0] provides close similarity to multiple clus-
ters. Therefore it is needed to define a proper similarity in I∆p and to use this information for
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Figure 9: Example of clustered historical DTT data for a time window of 90min centered around k0 = 07 : 00AM.
mixing mono-cluster based predictions. We explore in the following subsections the derivation
of individual predictions and then the strategy used to obtain the final prediction.290
4.1. Mono-cluster based prediction
As stated in Section 3, historical data are organized in clusters. Each cluster Cq is defined by
its centroid µq(k) and the corresponding forward finite difference ∆µq(k) = µq(k + 1)−µq(k). In
other words, a cluster is assumed to exhibit a similarity on both the level and the trend. Therefore,
claiming that DTT for the current day belongs to cluster Cq yields:295
yd(k) = µq(k) + wd,q(k) (11)
∆yd(k) = ∆µq(k) + vd,q(k) (12)
for any k ∈ I.
Assumptions:
• E[wd,q(k)] = 0 and E[w2d,q(k)] = Rq(k)
• E[vd,q(k)] = 0 and E[v2d,q(k)] = Vq(k)
The variances Vq(k) and Rq(k) can be computed from the cluster as follows:
Rq(k) =
1
|Cq| −1
∑
h∈Cq
(yh(k)−µq(k))2,
Vq(k) =
1
|Cq| −1
∑
h∈Cq
(∆yh(k)−∆µq(k))2,
where |Cq| stands for the cardinality of the cluster.300
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From similarity on the trend in (12), given a prediction ŷd(k|k) with an error variance P̂d(k|k) ,
the one step-ahead prediction is given by
yd,q(k + 1|k) = ŷd(k|k) +∆µq(k). (13)
with the error variance:
Pd,q(k + 1|k) = P̂d(k|k) + Vq(k). (14)
On the other hand, similarity the level gives the following predictor:
ȳd,q(k + 1) = µq(k + 1) (15)
with error variance Rq(k + 1).
The trend-based predictor is a mixture of historical data, by means of the cluster centroid’s trend,
and current data (initial value of the predictor) while the level-based predictor is only based on
the historical level. The objective is then to find a linear combination of these two predictors in
order to minimize the variance of the prediction error:305
min
Kq(k+1)
E[(yd(k + 1)− ŷd,q(k + 1|k + 1))2] (16)
s.t. ŷd,q(k + 1|k + 1) = (1−Kq(k + 1))yd,q(k + 1|k) + Kq(k + 1)ȳd,q(k + 1)
The solution of this optimization problem is given by [33]:
Kq(k + 1) =
1
1 + Rq(k+1)
P̂d,q(k|k)+Vq(k)
(17)
One can note that if the dispersion around the centroid is small enough (Rq(k + 1) very small)
the level-based predictor is preponderant. The reverse is true if the trend coherence is stronger
(smaller value of Vq(k). In addition, the predictor
ŷd,q(k + 1|k + 1) = (1−Kq(k + 1))yd,q(k + 1|k) + Kq(k + 1)ȳd,q(k + 1) (18)
with a gain given by (17) has error variance
P̂d,q(k + 1|k + 1) =
Rq(k + 1)Pd,q(k + 1|k)
Rq(k + 1) + Pd,q(k + 1|k) . (19)
Equations (13), (14),(15), (17), (18) and (19) constitute the so-called Clustered Kalman filter.
4.2. Multi-cluster based prediction
Sometimes the performance of the clustering algorithms leads to create partitions that may
not characterize a forecast in the future (See Fig. 9 where overlapping of clusters can be noticed
before 07 : 15AM). The main objective by introducing a fusion algorithm is to combine forecasts
of various clusters which might improve its performance as it is discussed in [10], particularly
during peak times. We consider the temporal similarity measurement (TSM) between the cluster
q and the current day d as,
S d,q(k) =
k∑
j=k−∆p+1
(
yd( j)−µq( j))2e−λ(k− j) +γ(∆yd( j)−∆µq( j))2e−λ(k− j) (20)
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where the exponential term introduces a forgetting factor λ that gives more importance to recent
observed measurements. The objective of (20) is to provide a measurement of closeness between
the current day d and the particular cluster. Furthermore, we aim to find weights at the prediction
launch time k0 that correlate in a proper way the current day data and the clustered historical
data. For that we introduce, the cluster weight similarity given by
U(k) =

e−ζS 1(k) . . . 0
0 e−ζS 2(k) 0
...
. . .
...
0 . . . e−ζS q(k)
 .
Information given by U(k) allow us to fuse data based on observed measurements. For this
purpose, let us define by ŷd(k|k) the combined prediction from ŷd,q(k|k), q = 1,2, · · · ,K∗. Our
aim is to compute a weighted linear combination of the predictions provided by each cluster.
In this case the full mechanism of fusion is depicted in Fig. 10. For the computation of the
combined prediction we get:
ŷd(k|k) =
K∗∑
q=1
λqŷd,q(k|k), λq = e
−ζS q(k0)∑K
q=1 e
−ζS q(k0)
. (21)
The overall process is depicted in Fig. 10. It is a two-steps process:
• All of the cluster-based predictors are fed locally at time k + j in order to perform cluster-
based predictions according to the subsection 4.1.310
• The cluster-based predictions are fused according to (21).
µ1(k + j)
∆µ1(k + j)
V1(k + j)
R1(k + j)
Cluster 1
K.F
µK∗ (k + j)
∆µK∗ (k + j)
VK∗ (k + j)
RK∗ (k + j)
Cluster K ∗
K.F
... Fusion
Module
ŷd,1(k + j + 1|k + j + 1)
ŷd,K∗ (k + j + 1|k + j + 1)
ŷd(k + j + 1|k + j + 1)
TSM Cluster 1
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Figure 10: Block diagram of the prediction scheme.
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5. Experimental evaluation
In the previous sections, we have described the data acquisition and processing procedures
allowing to constitute a reliable database that will be used for prediction purpose. In this section,
we evaluate the prediction scheme proposed in the previous section.315
The experimental data used for the test is obtained from the Grenoble Traffic Lab (GTL) (See
[16]). The network consists of 135 magnetometer sensors distributed along 10.5 Km connecting
the highway A31 (north-west) to A480 (south) in Grenoble France. The network offers 68 possi-
ble locations for collecting speeds in fast and slow lanes. In this paper, we consider the scenario
of a car entering the highway at Meylan and leaving at Rondeau 1. Predictions are performed320
between 07 : 00AM and 07 : 00PM time in which it is found peaks of congestion. The system
collects information from sensors in real time each time step k, after proceeding with the data
imputation and aggregation steps as indicated in 2.1 and Appendix A.1 . The aim is to construct
the predicted travel time as defined in (3). Based on the real measured speeds at each collection
point in the interval, the DTT is constructed during the past days and for the current day accord-325
ing to the available measurements. DTT varies from 7min in free flow conditions to 40min in
congested cases.
For the tests, we set the parameters λ , γ and ζ to some fixed values. The parameter λ is the
amount of past information to be considered for the launched prediction, we fix λ = 0.5 in order
to correlate at most the last 15 minutes of traffic regime which have shown to be highly correlated
with current information [3]. γ is chosen such that the following relation is preserved:∑t
k−∆p+1
(
yd( j)−µq( j))2∑t
k−∆p+1 yd( j)
2
= γ
∑t
k−∆p+1
(
∆yd( j)−∆µq( j))2∑t
k−∆p+1 ∆yd( j)
2
The idea with the term is to normalize the amount of energy of the error between the day and
the cluster with the same amount of energy given by its corresponding derivatives, this aims
to consider with same importance the information given by the trend and the one given by the330
level. Finally we set the value of ζ = 0.5. This value explains the degree of selection of the term
S d,q(k0), we measured the variance of multiple clusters and by examining the dispersion we fix
the value such that the term e−ζS q(k0) ≈ 0 for variances larger than 4min around the centroid of
the corresponding cluster.
5.1. Individual Predictions Assessment335
First, we assess individual predictions for a fixed amount of clusters K∗ as shown in Fig.
11. Here we aim to show behaviours at specific moments of the day to verify the performance
of the prediction algorithm. Each one of the figures 11a,11c,11e depicts the prediction given by
our approach, the data collected during the corresponding day and the centroids of the clusters
considered for each case. The performance of the method is visually verified in Fig. 11a where340
there is a clear distinction between the several regimes and hence the prediction provides good
results, an proof of this fact is also checked in the weight assigned in Fig. 11b. As a second case,
Fig. 11c shows a particular initial morning congestion that regularly starts around 07 : 20AM. As
seen in Fig. 11c the increasing behaviour of the congestion is captured by the TSM and hence
by the forecast algorithm. The weights λq in this case select the three closest centroids indexed345
1Both places correspond to the beginning and the end of the 10.5 Km of installed sensors
as (2,4,6) as seen in Fig. 11d. Finally 11e shows a particular mid afternoon congestion. It is
important to remark that in this case the similarity term that provides the good selection of the
cluster is strongly supported by the trend of the cluster.
Even though the amount of error is high in this last case the behaviour of this prediction can be
improved along the day. Consider for instance the same prediction as in Fig. 11e launched at350
different times (See Figures 12a to 12f). In this case, as the prediction is computed at different
hours it is noticeable the reduction of error due to a higher similarity with respect to the purple
cluster as time advances during the day. A more precise comparison is given in terms of the
Absolute Percentage Error (22) in Fig. 12f.
5.2. Crossvalidation test355
For a quantitative test, we constrain the set of historical data to 244 days collected from
September 2015 to May 2016 [34], [35]. We will evaluate the prediction scheme for different
departure times in two periods: morning from 07 : 00AM to 10 : 00AM and afternoon from
04 : 00PM to 07 : 00PM. In what follows, we consider k0 as the current time and k0 + ∆T as the
desired departure time in future with ∆T ∈ {5,10,15,20,25}.360
According to the results of Section 3, for all the tests, the number of cluster is adapted ac-
cording to (8). In order to assess the performance of the proposed method, we resort to the APE
as performance index. For a particular departure at some desired future horizon 1 ≤ ∆ f the APE
is given by:
APE(k0 + h,d) = 100
|̂yd(k0 + h)− yd(k0 + h)|
yd(k0 + h)
, (22)
In order to study the behaviour of the strategy, the fixed amount of historical data will be selected,
then a leave one out cross validation test is performed over the data. The element out of the set
is the candidate day d for performing the prediction. We perform the prediction at some specific
time k0 of the day, the APE index in (22) is computed for each one of the forecasts, then the
process is repeated along the day by advancing in steps of 1min. The results given hereafter are365
averaged over k0 and d.
5.3. Evaluation of the mono-cluster prediction scheme
In this subsection, we first evaluate the prediction scheme derived when the cluster to which
the time series of interest belongs is well known.
In Fig. 13, the empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF) of the APE is depicted370
for different horizons and different periods of time during the day. We compare the performance
with that of methods considering historical mean as prediction. For historical mean, whatever
the horizons the ECDF is similar. For the proposed method, we can note that the performance
decreases when the horizon of prediction increases. The gap of performance observed between
horizon 5min and horizon 25min is slightly bigger in the afternoon than in the morning. Whatever375
the horizon, the proposed scheme outperforms the historical mean.
80% of time, the proposed method allows to get predictions error less than 7% for horizon
5min and less than 10% for horizon 25min in the morning case. As for the afternoon case 80%
of the times the error is less than 11% for horizon 5min and less than 18% for horizon 25min.
(See. table 1). In terms of time, this means for horizon 5min the error is guaranteed to be less380
than 42sec in free flow 2 and less than 4min24sec during congestion. For horizon 25min, we get
2Travel time is considered here as 7min for a free flow condition and 40min for a congested case
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Figure 11: Individual predictions in several days at multiple times of the day. In color we visualize the centroids of the
cluster. The assigned weights corresponds in color to the cluster color depicted in the left side figures
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Figure 12: Analysis of same day predictions at different times during the day
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Figure 13: ECDF plot of the prediction performance for the mono-cluster case, while assuming that the cluster is well
known
p < X ∆ = 5 ∆ = 10 ∆ = 15 ∆ = 20 ∆ = 25
Morning 90% 9.74% 11.73% 13.45% 14.74% 16.19%80% 6.84% 7.96% 8.62% 9.159% 9.62%
Afternoon 90% 13.84% 17.70% 20.54% 22.94% 24.98%80% 10.24% 12.86% 14.54% 15.98% 17.48%
Table 1: APE guaranteed error based for multiple horizons. Mono-cluster case
an error less than 1min15s in free flow and less than 7min in congestion. We can notice than
the proposed method, despite its simplicity, is efficient enough. However, we have assumed the
cluster is perfectly known. Such assumption is hard to fulfill. So in next section, we evaluate the
multi-cluster strategy with fusion policy derived in previous section.385
5.4. Multi-cluster fusion strategy
Fig. 14 depicts the ECDF for the multi-cluster fusion strategy. In this case, we have no a
priori knowledge on the cluster to which the time series belongs. Therefore we are far from the
ideal case. However, we can note that the method still perform better that the historical mean.
In the morning case, for the horizon of 5min the guaranteed error is 6.93% (meaning 29sec in390
free flow and 2min46sec during congestion) while for horizon of 25min we get 11.42% (mean-
ing 47sec in free flow and 4min34sec during congestion). As for the afternoon case the error
augments to 10.93% for horizon of 5min (meaning 46sec in free flow and 4min22sec during
congestion) and 18.20% for horizon of 25min. For short term predictions the performance is still
p < X ∆ = 5 ∆ = 10 ∆ = 15 ∆ = 20 ∆ = 25
Morning 90% 9.04% 11.82% 14.19% 17.26% 19.59%80% 6.93% 8.35% 9.57% 10.62% 11.42%
Afternoon 90% 14.86% 18.97% 21.89% 24.35% 26.24%80% 10.93% 13.41% 15.27% 16.79% 18.20%
Table 2: APE guaranteed error based for multiple horizons. Multi-cluster case
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good while for longer term predictions there is a significant loss of performance compared to the395
ideal case of the previous section. (See table 2)
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Figure 14: ECDF plot of the prediction performance for the multi-cluster fusion strategy
5.5. Software development
All the steps of data acquisition, processing, clustering and prediction have been implemented
in a web platform that provides to users current status of the network and prediction of the DTT .
Fig. 15 depicts the User Interface of the platform. The user can provide a single origin among 8400
possible entries in the Rocade sud of Grenoble city and 10 possible exits and launch a forecast
45min ahead, when the query is performed in past days the predicted information is compared
with real information. At each time step the real time application executes the prediction for
Figure 15: Prediction module interface in the Grenoble Traffic Lab.
the DTT in steps of 1min. The results of the individual predictions can be seen directly at
22
http://gtl.inrialpes.fr/predictions. An example of a single forecast is provided in405
Fig. 15 and Fig. 16, the blue curve corresponds to the DTT computed from measured speeds
and the red one corresponds to predicted DTT . In addition to the forecast and measured signals
(Fig. 15) a recommendation for optimal departure time is also provided (Fig. 16).
Figure 16: Output bar recommendation from the prediction system. Once the prediction is selected the user receives
optimal recommendations for departure time based on the minimum predicted travel time.
6. Conclusions
We have addressed the problem of dynamic travel time (DTT ) forecasting by making use of410
speed measurements provided by sensors located at the node levels of the Grenoble’s highway.
The proposed methodology performs the prediction based on the fusion of individual forecasts
obtained from clustered time series. The study is focused on a real time application where new
measurements of data can be received in short periods of time ([15sec ∼ 1 min] in the presented
case), therefore the main benefit of this work is to perform low computational workload to ob-415
tain online DTT forecasts under real time traffic conditions. For the sake of understanding, each
one of the steps in the process is explained in details and performance indexes are shown. The
efficacy of the prediction methodology is studied in terms of the prediction error along the future
step horizon under a cross validation schema. It is found a growing behaviour of the error with
the prediction horizon. The proposed scheme outperforms the historical mean and provides in-420
teresting results when a priori knowledge on the cluster to which belongs the time series to be
predicted is available. Future directions for this work may include the analysis of fusion mecha-
nisms in which the weights are controlled by alternative and more possibly decided parameters,
the study of statistical merge between model based approaches and the presented strategy and
further studies on the effect of the horizon in relationship with the clustered time series and the425
forecasting strategy.
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Figure A.17: Missing data evaluation of the GTL from September 1st , 2015 to March 31st , 2016. The figure on the left
panel illustrates the distribution of missing samples analyzed from an historical view point. At each sample time and
specific location the amount of missing samples is counted within the historical data set. The right panel displays the
distribution of missing samples along the day, as a remark the peaks of missing data are concentrated out of the peak
hours which benefits the algorithm in this study.
Appendix A. Imputation of missing values in traffic speed data
Missing data is a natural phenomenon in traffic data collection. We analyze in Fig. A.17
the relative frequency of missing samples in space and time for a historical data set of speeds
recorded between September 1st, 2015 and March 31st, 2016. From these results, we can note435
high values of missing data relative frequency in non peak hours 12 : 00AM-06 : 00AM and
09 : 00PM-12 : 00AM which reflects the fact that few vehicles are detected by the sensors and
no speeds are captured during this intervals of time (acquisition errors). During peak hours, the
probability of missing samples varies between 40% and 60%. It is therefore necessary to resort
to data imputation in order to replace missing data by their approximations which must be good440
enough to not impair the travel time prediction.
Appendix A.1. Mechanism of imputation
As stated above, missing velocity samples are assigned to some negative values, let us intro-
duce an indicator function I(xi, tτ) to mark the valid measured samples, thus I(xi, tτ) = 1 if and
only if v(xi, tτ) > 0. Each time a missing sample is encountered in the network, i.e. I(xi, tτ) = 0,445
an efficient strategy is set up in order to replace it by the best approximation according to some
type of consistency. Three types of consistency mechanisms can be envisioned: temporal, spatial,
and historical.
1. Temporal consistency: Based on the assumption that v(xi, tτ) ≈ v(xi, tτ − δ) for some value
of δ > 0 the aim is to substitute the missing value at time tτ by the average value within the
time window [tτ−r, tτ]
ṽl(xi, tτ) =
∑r
l=1 v(xi, tτ−l)I(xi, tτ−l)∑r
l=1I(xi, tτ−l)
. (A.1)
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2. Spatial consistency: Considering the assumption v(xi, tτ) ≈ v(x j, tτ) for x j within a neigh-
borhood Ni the value is replaced as
ṽs(xi, tτ) =
∑
x j∈Ni v(x j, tτ)I(x j, tτ)∑
x j∈Ni I(x j, tτ)
, (A.2)
whereNi denotes the neighbours of the location xi defined asNi = {xi−1, xi+1} representing
the sensor ahead in the following location and the sensor behind in the previous location450
in the space axis, respectively.
3. Historical consistency: We denote v(h)(xi, tτ) as the speed in space-time plane for some day
h in the set of past days and I(h)(xi, tτ) its corresponding valid data indicator. Under the
assumption of historical similarities v(h)(xi, tτ) ≈ v(d)(xi, tτ) for two different days h and d,
the value is imputed as an average of historical values of preselected days, hence
ṽh(xi, tτ) =
∑
h∈Hd v
(h)(xi, tτ)I(h)(xi, tτ)∑
h∈Hd I(h)(xi, tτ)
, (A.3)
whereHd are groups of historical days, each one corresponding to a day d of the week.
In cases in which the expressions (A.1),(A.2),(A.3) cannot be computed due to zero values in the
denominator term the value NaN is assigned to the corresponding variable.
Appendix A.1.1. Evaluation of the imputation schemes455
In order to assess the strategies we examine a day (October 16th, 2015) with no missing data
from 07 : 00AM to 07 : 00PM. To emulate data loss, missing samples are generated according to a
particular scenario determined by a specific pattern of lost samples in a day, then each imputation
mechanism is evaluated according to the following absolute error AE:
AE(xi, tτ) = 100
∣∣∣∣ ṽ(xi, tτ)− v(xi, tτ)v(xi, tτ)
∣∣∣∣(1−I(xi, τt)). (A.4)
We also evaluate the quality of imputation by introducing the Percentage of Recovered Samples
(PRS), that corresponds to the number of samples recovered after applying the strategy with
respect to the total missing samples in the set. In this case, a pattern of missing samples with
the same distribution as in the day October 7th, 2015 is emulated over the day October 16th in
order to evaluate the method in more realistic conditions. The absence of data can be seen in Fig.460
A.18 and the results for the PRS and AE are detailed in Table A.3. As a main result it can be
seen that the method with better performance is the historical due to the amount of information
available for the recovery, however it is computationally expensive since each replaced sample
should be obtained from the average of historical sets, the quality of the recovery may also vary
on the amount of historical days. Experimentally small values of r showed to provide a small AE,465
however in order to preserve a PRS over 10% and to consider the assumption for the temporal
strategy we have selected r = 4min.
Temporal or spatial consistency is cheap from a computational point of view since only the
current day data is used for imputation in contrast to the historical one. On the other hand, the
amount of error in the case of spatial and historical remain quite close. Finally, we adopt the470
following imputation sequence (detailed in Algorithm 1 in Fig. A.19) which seeks to complete
gradually the day by first recovering information from smaller components in the network (sen-
sors) and then up scaling to bigger aggregations (neighbours of sensors, full network):
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Method PRS (%) AE (%)
Temporal 10.6 29.4
Spatial 83.1 25.7
Historical 88.2 22.0
Table A.3: Percentage of Recovered Samples (PRS) and Absolute Error (AE) for each method applied in the day October
16th, 2015. r = 4 is the parameter temporal strategy
.
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(a) Missing sample distribution- Speed spatio-temporal distri-
bution, in black it is showed the spatio-temporal distribution of
missing samples according to a specific day of the week. The
distribution of missing samples is particularly found on October
7th, 2015
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Figure A.18: Real traffic scenario of missing samples. The figure describes a typical missing data distribution in which
information at particular locations is lost during the full day. The sources of imputation to replace the missing data are
shown in A.18b
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Data: Raw: v(xi, tτ)
Result: Imputed value v(xi, tτ)
Define parameters: r = 4min
Ni = {xi−1, xi+1}
Hd = {h(1)d , . . . ,h(H)d }
Compute ṽl, ṽs, ṽh, as (A.1),
(A.2) and (A.3)
while v(xi, tτ) < 0 do
v(xi, tτ)← NaN
v(xi, tτ)← ṽs(xi, tτ)
if v(xi, tτ) =NaN then
v(xi, tτ)← ṽl(xi, tτ)
end
if v(xi, tτ) =NaN then
v(xi, tτ)← ṽh(xi, tτ)
end
end
v < 0?v(xi, tτ ) exit
Assign NaN
v(xi, tτ ) ← ṽs(xi, tτ )
v = NaN?
v(xi, tτ ) ← ṽl(xi, tτ )
v = NaN?
v(xi, tτ ) ← ṽh(xi, tτ )
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
Figure A.19: Algorithm applied for imputation. Left-hand side: Algorithm sequence / Right-hand side: Flow diagram to
illustrate data work flow
1. Spatial consistency (since it produces a low AE and it is cheaper than historical, also it
could potentially cover a PRS similar to the historical), else475
2. Temporal consistency (since it provides the local information and the cost is very cheap
with respect to the historical one), else
3. Historical consistency in which the objective is to recover a reduced set of missing samples.
Appendix A.2. Imputation effects on DTT
Data imputation is a required step in order to have a complete full matrix of speed informa-480
tion that allows to compute the travel time. Without this step, some errors are generated in the
computation of the travel time or even inconsistencies due to the nature of measurements. In this
case we check the performance of Algorithm 1 in terms of reconstruction error on DTT .
After applying Algorithm 1, we obtained the results depicted in Fig. A.20. In this case the
DTT is computed with the real speed profile and compared with respect to the values obtained485
from imputed one. Increasing the proportion of missing samples causes the error to rise by a
small amount. In 90% of the cases the error in the DTT does not overpasses 5%. From the panels
on scattered data the concentration of error occurs more often in congested time when travel time
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Figure A.20: Left Panel. Scatter plot of actual measured DTT vs estimated DTT after imputation. The test in this case
shows the scenario 2 when a regular pattern of missing data is removed. The imputation algorithm is applied over speeds
(See Algorithm. 1), and DTT is then computed as (3). Right Panel. Absolute Error Cumulative Distribution Function
is high, however the error incurred can still be considered satisfactory for the estimation of the
DTT .490
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